
Delivering high performance reporting, analysis and dashboards.

Excel based for familiarity, flexibility and freedom and designed to reduce spreadsheet risk.



XLCubed delivers a powerful

analysis, reporting and

dashboard solution that

unites rich OLAP capabilities

centered in the familiar

environment of Excel.

Combined with Microsoft

SQL Server Analysis

Services, TM1 and Other

ODBO OLAP servers,

XLCubed provides :

• the security and integrity of

an enterprise BI deployment

needed to maintain a single

version of the truth

• the familiarity, flexibility and

freedom of spreadsheet

reporting and analysis but

directly connected to data

thus reducing spreadsheet

risk

• modern data visualization

capabilities to deliver

maximum contextual insight

into the hands of the

business users

• true thin client delivery of

authored Excel reports for

interactive dynamic content

on the web

Business users want flexible reporting

Despite extensive IT investments in recent years in ERP and Data Warehousing Projects,

many companies have discovered that their employees who use and apply this information

to make business decisions are still not satisfied with the tools they have  for reporting and

analysis.  Today’s information workers want toolsets that will empower them to analyze and

report on consistent, real-time data without requiring IT assistance and/or significant training

to answer the complex business questions that are demanded. They need flexibility in both

content and layout and need to be able to react quickly to changing requirements.

Information consumers want easy to learn, easy to use interactive, multidimensional

dashboards and reports in familiar environments showing clearly the information that they

need to work effectively providing consistent maximum insight which are fast, secure and

accurate.

A single version of the truth is vital

If information workers and consumers are not getting the results they expect, chances are

that they will return to their old and familiar ways of isolated spreadsheet reporting

(“Spreadmarts”) – regardless of the inherent risks involved. Spreadmarts, and more recently

the proliferation of standalone Access databases, is more widespread today than many IT

departments might realize leading to “multiple versions of the truth” and its litany of

problems.

Everyone wins with XLCubed to increase the benefit of BI investments

If information consumers demand the type of reports that information workers can only

create in Excel, IT departments have one of two options: eliminate Excel from their standard

software suite (which is virtually impossible) or enhance and extend it with XLCubed. Unlike

many Excel integrations, XLCubed prevents the dangers caused by isolated data exports by

directly linking to the single version of the truth safeguarded by IT while delivering the

integrated spreadsheet flexibility that is needed.

Reducing spreadsheet risk - stop spreadmarts where they start

Since XLCubed enhances the information worker experience in the spreadsheet

environment, IT departments can convince them to adapt to new and better practices and,

ultimately, stop the proliferation of spreadmarts. With XLCubed, IT retains full control over

data collection, integration and security issues, while information workers get flexible

reporting and analysis in the familiar spreadsheet environment.

Since information workers can publish XLCubed analyses and reports to a dynamic Web

environment with just one mouse click, Excel can no longer be part of the equation.

Information consumers can rely on the data they receive and analyze it down to the details.

Every number sourced from XLCubed – whether in the Web or Excel front end – is

dynamically generated from the database and can be further analyzed.

Not all reports are
created equal
Use XLCubed to create
customized, multidimensional
dashboards that give
employees the information
they need to monitor and
manage performance and get
their jobs done better.

XLCubed helps turn Excel into a “Friend”
rather than a “Foe” for your BI Projects



Deliver more rich
information per
square inch
Sparklines, bullet graphs and
other MicroCharts help
information consumers
understand information in its
historical context – without
wasting unnecessary space.
Should questions arise, they
can switch to underlying
reports for more detailed
information.

Drag. Drop. Slice. Dice.
XLCubed empowers
information workers to
flexibly analyze their data by
dragging and dropping the
desired dimensions into the
grid and drilling down to the
desired level of detail with
just a few clicks of a mouse.

Numbers you can rely on
Every number sourced from
XLCubed – whether in the
Web or Excel front end – is
dynamically generated from the
database.  As a result, all users
can rely on the data they
receive and get behind any
number all the way to the base
data.

One tool for analysis, reporting and dashboards

With XLCubed, information workers can focus on analyzing data and generating informative

reports and dashboards - and leave the questions of data integrity and security to the IT

professionals. The intuitive design empowers information workers to flexibly analyze data

and create reports by dragging and dropping the desired dimensions and drilling down to the

desired level of detail with a few clicks of a mouse. Using MicroCharts, they can create

dashboards that explain data in their historical context through sparklines, bullet graphs and

other sophisticated, data visualization techniques.

Ensure flexibility without compromising security

XLCubed allows IT and business professionals to fully focus on the jobs that they do best.

Since no special programming skills or IT support are required to browse, analyze and

report the data, authorized business users have the flexibility they need to do their jobs

effectively.  Since all data, whether published in spreadsheets or in the Web, is stored in the

multidimensional database, IT maintains full control over day-to-day administration and all

reports contain the same, accurate information.

Fast deployment
To publish an XLCubed
spreadsheet as a dynamic,
interactive report on the Web,
users simply have to enter the
desired name and location. It’s
that easy!

Simple Consumption
It’s just a web page



ERP Systems
Microsoft

SAP
ISV’s

XLCubed Limited
27 Market Street
Maidenhead SL6 8AA
United Kingdom
email: info@XLCubed.com
tel: +44 1628 763222
fax: +44 1628 763250

Make the most of existing IT investments

As a Gold Microsoft Certified Partner, XLCubed extends Microsoft Excel versions 2000

and higher as well as Microsoft Internet Explorer with sophisticated reporting and

analytics. This best-of-breed solution helps companies maximize the return on their

existing software investments.

XLCubed seamlessly integrates into Microsoft Analysis Services, Applix TM1 and other

leading multidimensional databases for a fast, secure deployment. In addition, XLCubed

Workbench tools offer a jump start to sophisticated analytics, reporting and dashboards

for SAP Business One, Microsoft Dynamics and other leading ERP systems.

Experience the power of XLCubed today!

To learn how your company can unite rich OLAP capabilities into Excel reports and

dashboards, contact us today at the numbers below or visit us online at

www.xlcubed.com.

US Office
8001 Irvine Center Dr.
4th Floor
Irvine, CA 92618
email: info@XLCubed.com
tel: +44 1628 763222
fax: +44 1628 763250

Native API

XLCubed
Excel Edition

Report Representation

XML Stucture

Data Engine

Native or 
ODBO?

MDX Generator

ODBO Provider

Analysis Services
Cubes TM1

Cubes

MicroCharts
Chart Engine

XLCubed Workbench
creating cubes

C on n ec tor

C on n ec tor

Any Data source
Microsoft SQL Server

Oracle
DB2

XLCubed
Web Edition


